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f TT gives the resolved force on half the sphere.    Interchanging K and J5T' we have the resolved force on the other half.   The difference is the force required.
Ex. 9. A dielectric hemisphere of radius a and inductive capacity K is placed •with its base in contact with the plane houndary of an otherwise unlimited conductor. Prove that the potential at any point of the field outside both the
•conductor and the dielectric is F'= -47rcrcos0 (r~^ — s ~¥ ) » w^ere the origin is
••at the centre of the hemisphere, and <r is the surface density of the charge on the plane conductor at a great distance from the hemisphere.                       [Coll. Ex.]
487. Magnetic shells. Ex. 1. An iron shell (radii a, 5, a>&) is placed in a field of uniform magnetic force /. Find the induced magnetism and the force X inside the hollow.
Put p=Sl'n, p' = 2Zn for the surface densities on the spheres. Their potential ^within the material is
'The boundary conditions to be satisfied are
p= - M\_ - * ( -/cos 9+^).        //= - * (/cos B -
where a and 6 are to be written for r respectively after the differentiations have been effected.    These show that i'M = 0, £n=Q except when n=l.   We find
where N=9(l+47rfc) + 2 (4^)- j1- (~Y[ •   The potential V and force X inside the hollow, due to all causes, are
A _ !ja 72 (1 _ (
Ex. 2. A solid uniform sphere (radius a) is placed in a uniform field of force whose potential is -/re, say the magnetic force of the earth. Prove that the potential of the induced magnetism at all external points is the same as that of a
•concentric simple magnet whoso moment is a3/ - — ^ .
Ex. 3.    A small magnet of moment M is placed at the centre of an iron shell, radii a, /;.    Prove that the potential at any point external to the shell, due to all
•       MCOH0                       (J,U                             ,                     ..             ,         .       ,,
rauKus, is        a     <       *>           ••         •;   wncr(J 2) = ^la and M 1S ^lc permeability of
the Hhell. Tlu-nce show that if //, is ^reat and p not nearly equal to unity, the pofrnlial i.s xcro. In this case the induced magnetism on the bhell neutralities that of the nmf.n»et at all external points.
488. To find thr. tinrftica integral of the magnetic induction tliru'iiff/i <in if chwd surface >V.
To iin<l the component of the magnetic induction at any point P in a (liivet.ion 1*N, we construct a disc-like cavity at P which has its plane normal to PN. The normal component of the induction is then the same as the actual normal component of force at P due to all causey, (Art. 343).

